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The cloze procedure was used to obtain noun distributions for subjects and objects of 36 
common English transitive verbs m active and passive sentence frames. For third and sixth 
grade and college students, the subject nouns selected were more human and ammate than 
object nouns, linguistic selectlonal rules correctly predicted relative animacy, humanness, 
and informational uncertainty for each function, and subject-object interacted on all these 
properties with active-passive. Distributions obtained from adults contained more inam- 
mate nouns (where permissible), more informational uncertainty, and had smaller lnter- 
sections with each other than complementary distributions obtained from children. 

A general conclusion of  recent reviews of  
work  m developmental  psycholinguistics (e.g., 
McCar thy ,  1954; McNeill, 1970) is that  the 
g rammar  o f  English is largely acqmred by 
children before age five. Vocabulary  size, 
however, continues to grow at a substantial 
rate th roughout  the usual school years (Dolch, 
1927), and some lexical growth is probably  
maintained th roughout  hfe (Raegel, 1965). 
As the child's lexicon expands, it also seems to 
become further differentiated and generalized 
(Riegel, Riegel, Quar terman & Smith, 1968; 
Anglin, 1970). However,  it is reasonable to 
hypothesize that  th roughout  the later process 
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of  lexical expansion, representations for indi- 
vidual words in the chdd 's  vocabulary  will be 
largely retained. The aim of  the present re- 
search was to determine to what  extent certain 
representations apparent  in the adult  lexicon 
of  English are already present in the lexical 
systems of  children 9-12 yr old. In  this case, 
the representations concerned were some con- 
textual features o f  English verbs inferred f rom 
nouns which were selected as their subjects 
and objects. 

There are at least three sources o f  contextual 
constraint  likely to influence the selection o f  
noun  subjects and objects by children as well 
as adults. Two of  these are general gramma-  
tical restrictions and some related response 
biases. The grammatical  constraints relevant 
here involve three aspects o f  Chomsky ' s  
(1965) description o f  English. First, subjects 
and objects are taken to have special status in 
the deep structure o f  sentences, but  which is 
not  necessardy maintained in their surface 
structure. Thus, the active and passive sen- 
ten ces John loves girls and Girls are loved by 
John have the same logical subject (John) and 
logical object (girls), but different superficial 
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subjects (John and girls, respectively). Second, 
nouns may be categorized on the basis of 
abstract features such as animacy and con- 
creteness. Thus, boy is [+Human] (unhke 
dog), [+Animate] (unlike chair), and [+Con- 
crete] (unlike sincerity). And third, English 
verbs have selectional rules containing these 
features which limit the scope of nouns which 
may be their logical subjects and objects. In 
the case of the large majority of verbs, subject 
nouns must be animate; and in many cases, 
object nouns only animate or inanimate (Hall, 
1965). The verb read, for example, requires an 
animate subject but inanimate object, as 
[+Animate] Aux - - ,  and - -  Det [-Ani- 
mate] in Chomsky's notation; the string 
The book read the boy is therefore ungram- 
matical because both the verb's subject and 
object selectional rules are broken. Any 
mature speaker of English can be expected to 
honor its selectional rules in a close procedure 
task; in practice, these rules may also restrict 
the diversity of nouns selected by a group of 
speakers as subjects or objects for particular 
verbs. 

Previous psychological research does indi- 
cate the operation of several related biases in 
English speakers' selection of nouns to serve 
as subjects and objects. It is believed that 
almost all subject nouns occurring in the 
earliest sentences of young children are am- 
mate, and that object nouns in these sentences 
are mainly inanimate (Brown, Cazden & 
Bellugi, 1969; Bloom, 1970). In a cloze pro- 
cedure task (Taylor, 1953, 1956), Clark (1965) 
found that subject nouns filled into active 
and passive sentence frames by high school 
students also tended to be animate and object 
nouns to be inanimate. In further experiments, 
in which adult Ss rated how well sentences 
with subject nouns of different subcategories 
made sense, and in which Ss replaced subject 
nouns to improve sense, Clark and Begun 
(1971) found that human nouns were most pre- 
ferred as subjects, and inanimate nouns among 
the least preferred. Two additional biases 
relevant here were also discovered by Clark 

(1965). Nouns selected as logical subjects and 
objects were both found to be more animate 
when they occurred as surface structure sub- 
jects, and both were less diverse (as measured 
by informational uncertainty) in this role. The 
present study provides a test for develop- 
mental gradients along both subject-object 
and active-passive dimensions. In general, 
lexical growth would seem to imply greater 
diversity and greater uniqueness among adult 
than child response distributions. However, as 
in previous research, subjects should be found 
more animate (and more human) overall than 
objects, and subject-object and active-passive 
should interact on both noun subcategorlza- 
tlon and response diversity measures. 

The third likely source of contextual con- 
straint on noun selection here is semantic 
information which is more specific to indivi- 
dual verbs. Most completions by adults of  
sentence frames giving a single content word 
(Rosenberg & K o e n ,  1968; Rosenberg, Jar- 
vella & Pisoni, 1969) do seem to reflect either 
the linguistic meaning of the words given, or 
familiarity with their referents (Rosenberg & 
Jarvella, 1970). The cloze procedure also 
seems from these studies to be an effective 
method for eliciting much of the same contex- 
tual semantic information about specific 
lexical items from different Ss. In the present 
study, it is plausible that shared semantic 
information would be reflected by substantial 
intersections among certain pairs of response 
distributions obtained. For example, propor- 
tionally more responses should be shared by 
two subject noun distributions obtained for a 
verb than by a subject and an object noun 
distribution. Similarly, sizable intersections 
between complementary noun distributions 
for particular verbs by children and adults 
would suggest the presence of much of the 
same semantic information in the lexical sys- 
tem at these different developmental levels. 

METHOD 
Subleets 

Forty-five third grade, 45 sixth grade, and 45 college 
students participated m the experiment, held near the 
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end of the school year. The children were pupils at a 
pubhc elementary school m New York O ty ,  the adults 
were students taking a course on language acquisitmn 
at the Umversity of M~chlgan Approximately half of 
the Ss at each educanonal level were female. 

Mate~ lals 

The stimuli were active and passive sentence frames 
containing simple past tense forms of 36 common 
Enghsh transitive verbs, together with unfilled slots 
(20 typewritten spaces long) for both subject and 
object nouns. For all verbs, sentence frames looked 
hke the following sample ones for the verb thank:  

The - - - -  t h a n k e d  the - - - - ,  and The - - - -  was t hank e d  

b y  the - - - -  The 36 verbs employed are shown partx- 
tioned m Table I on the basis of apparent grammatical 
constraints on the animacy of nouns which may serve 
as their subjects and objects in simple sentences, al- 
though these selectmnal rules may sometimes be 
violated m metaphorical, nonstandard, or syntactically 
more complex usage. For example, hfe may be attri- 
buted to things generally inanimate. By the Es' judg- 
ment, those verbs m the upper half of Table 1 gram- 
matlcally would usually reqmre animate (and mainly 
human) nouns as their subjects, while verbs m the 
lower half of the table would permit at least some inani- 
mate subjects SubJect noun responses to these two 
groups of verbs will be called +Ammate-Subjects and 
±Ammate-Subjects, respectively Similarly, those 
verbs in the left column of Table 1 seem to reqmre 
animate nouns as their objects, while those in the center 
column permit inammate (or animate) objects, and 
verbs m the right column usually require reanimate 
objects Object noun responses to these groups of 

TABLE 1 

VERBS USED AND THEIR SELECTIONAL RESTRICTIONS 

ON SUBJECT AND OBJECT NOUNS 

Function Object 
Ammacy 
Rule + ± 

Subject 

thank want read 
command love learn 

+ marry kiss design 
hire attack sing 
arrest kick rent 
punish steal repair 

fool pull make 
surprise hft open 

± excite push break\  
entertain strike bend 
scare scratch fasten 
confuse transport plow 

verbs correspondingly wdI be called +Animate- 
Objects, _Animate-Objects,  and -Ammate-Objects .  

For each bloc of six verbs defined jmntly by ammacy 
rules for subjects and objects m Table 1, the upper 
three verbs shown have an average Lorge magazine 
count frequency of about 2000~ as opposed to about  
200 each for the lower three verbs Perhaps because all 
verbs were quite common, however, they were not 
noticeably differentiated by frequency on any response 
measures used. Thorndike-Lorge frequency will not be 
further discussed as a variable. 

Active and passive frames were used for all 36 verbs 
gxven m Table 1. The sentence frames were printed six 
to a page for the child Ss and 18 to a page for the adult 
Ss, and assembled into booklets. Each S completed one 
booklet containing a randomized order of all 36 verbs, 
with active and passive frames alternating every sen- 
tence. The experimental frames were preceded by two 
practice ~tems, and active and passJve frames for each 
verb were counterbalanced within each age group. 

Procedure  

The child Ss were read instructions aloud by their 
teachers. These were printed as part  of adult Ss' 
booklets The mstructmns were to make up some sen- 
tences by filhng in the blank spaces in some "incom- 
plete" sentences. The only restrlctmns made were that 
only one word be printed m each blank space, and that 
the words chosen make sense w~th the other words m 
the sentence. The teachers showed their pupils how to 
do the task by wrmng the two practice 1terns on the 
blackboard, and demonstrating how they m~ght be 
completed, these examples were explained on the front 
page of adult Ss" booklets. Finally, all Ss were told to 
open their booklets and begin filling m the blank spaces. 
They were given ample t~me to complete the task. 

RESULTS 

A t  e a c h  e d u c a t i o r l a l  level ,  a d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  

b e t w e e n  21 a n d  24 r e s p o n s e s  was  o b t a i n e d  f o r  

e a c h  n o u n  s lo t  f o r  all  36 ve rbs .  F o u r  d i f f e r en t  

r e s p o n s e  m e a s u r e s  were  d e r i v e d  f r o m  t h e s e  

d i s t r i b u t i o n s .  T w o  o f  t h e s e  we re  t he  p r o p o r -  

t i o n  o f  h u m a n  n o u n s  a n d  t he  p r o p o r t i o n  o f  

( n o n h u m a n )  a n i m a l  n o u n s  m e a c h  d i s t r i b u -  

t i on .  T h e  t h i r d  m e a s u r e  was  a n  e s t i m a t e  o f  t he  

d l s t r i b u t i o n ' s  d i v e r s i t y  o f  n o u n s ;  th i s  was  i ts  

r e l a t i ve  e n t r o p y  (R),  a n  i n f o r m a t i o n a l  u n c e r -  

t a i n t y  s t a t i s t i c :  

k 
P~ log2P~ 

R z=l 
log2 N 
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or the ratio of actual in format ion  to max imum 

possible in format ion  (Attneave, 1959). The 
range of R is from 0, when all n o u n  responses 

in a dis t r ibut ion are the same, to 1, when they 

are all different. The four th  set of  

measurements  obta ined were propor t ions  of 

response agreement between pairs of n o u n  

dis t r ibut ions for the same verb;  these were 

calculated by dividing the number  of exact 

matches  between distr ibut ions by the smaller 

N, or max imum number  of matches possible. 

In  Tables 2 and  3, the first three measures 

described are shown averaged for subjects and 

TABLE 2 

LOGICAL SUBJECTS: MEAN PROPORTION HUMAN AND 
ANIMAL NOUNS AND RELATIVE ENTROPY FOR RESPONSE 

DISTRIBUTIONS (N = 18) 

Ammacy Educational level 
Measure rule Sentence 3 6 12+ 

Human + Active .943 .930  .918 
+ Passive .889 936 .932 
± Active .708 .626 .534 
± Passive .561 .508 .472 
+ Active .055 .063 .072 
+ Passive .067 .058 .063 
± Active .154 .140 100 
± Passive .172 .150  .096 
+ Active .553 .603 .686 
+ Passive .633 .664  .723 
± Active .607 682 .747 
± Passwe .712 .764 783 

Animal 

Relative 
entropy 

objects independent ly  following the par t i t ion 

of verbs given in Table 1. In  Table 4, the 

response agreement figures are shown aver- 

aged over all verbs?  All statistical tests made 

were performed by verbs, and only those with 

usual  significant probabi l i ty  levels are reported 
in the following. Unless otherwise noted, p 

levels shown were obta ined using Fr iedman 
nonparamet r ic  analyses of variance (Bradley, 

1968). 

3 For the response distribution propomons for each 
of the 36 verbs, order document No. 01682 from ASIS 
National Auxiliary Pubhcations Service, c/o CCM 
Information Sciences, Inc., 22 West 34th Street, New 
York, NY 10001, remitting $1.00 for microfiche or 
$3 00 for photocopies. 

TABLE 3 

LOGICAL OBJECTS: MEAN PROPORTION HUMAN AND 
ANIMAL NOUNS AND RELAqIVE ENTROPY FOR RESPONSE 

DISTRIBUTIONS (N = 12) 

Ammacy Educational level 
Measure rule Sentence 3 6 12+ 

Human + Active .833 .858 .909 
+ Passwe .874 .889 .936 
± Active .341 .353 .297 
± Passive .522 .519 .396 

- Active 043 .030 003 
- Passive .128 .058 004 
± Actwe 107 .116  .069 
+ Passive .087 090 .042 
± Active .140 .139 051 
± Passive .138 .112  .086 
- Active 0 .011 0 
- Passwe .019 .016 0 
+ Active .650 .727 .792 
+ Passive .611 .647  .732 
± Active .774 .770  .814 
± Passwe .68l . 684  .763 
- Active .617 .616  .657 
- Passive .624 .617 612 

Ammal 

Relatwe 
entropy 

Virtually all nouns  chosen were concrete, 

about  80 ~ of subject nouns  and 50 ~ of object 

nouns  were animate,  and 8 5 - 9 0 ~  of these 
animate  nouns  were human.  On n o u n  sub- 

categorization measures, as predicted by 

selectional rules, more +Animate-Subjec ts  

were h u m a n  and animate  (human  plus animal  

n o u n  proport ions)  than  _+Animate-Subjects; 

more ÷Animate-Objec ts  were h u m a n  and  
animate  than  +Animate-Objects ,  and more 

TABLE 4 

M E A N  PROPORTIONS FOR INTERSECTIONS B E T W E E N  

PAIRS OF NOUN DISIRIBUTIONS (N = 36) 

Educational level 

Type of intersection 3 6 12+ 

Subject (Active A Passive) .506 .473 .391 
Object (Active O Passive) .496 .499 .410 
Preverb (Active N Passive) .317 .213 .062 
Postverb (Actwe N Passive) .196 .148 .054 
Active (Subject (3 Object) .216 .143 .053 
Passive (Subject 73 Object) .213 .158 052 
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of these were human and animate than 
-Animate-Objects (p < .001 in all cases by 
Wllcoxon rank sum tests). Subjects were 
found to be more human and animate than 
objects (p < .025), and subject-object inter- 
acted with active-passive (p < .001), so that, 
for both functions, there were slightly more 
human and animate nouns in the preverb 
than postverb position in sentences. Animacy, 
however, was found to decrease with increased 
age (p < .001). This decrease occurred for 
both iAnimate-Subjects and ±Animate- 
Objects (p < .01 for each). 

On response diversity, as measured by R, 
+Animate-Subjects were, as predicted, less 
diverse than ±Animate-Subjects, and +Ani- 
mate-Objects and -Animate-Objects were 
together less diverse than ~Animate-Objects 
(p < .001 and p < .025, respectively, by Wil- 
coxon rank sum tests). Subject-object was 
again found to interact with active-passive 
(p < .001), so that both functions were less 
diverse in the preverb than postverb position 
in sentences. R also increased with age 
(p < .001). This increase was significant with 
p < .05 for all classes of subjects and objects 
separately except -Animate-Objects. As anti- 
cipated, the entropy of distributions was thus 
somewhat greater for adults than for children. 

Substantial proportions of agreement be- 
tween active and passwe frame distributions 
for subjects and objects separately were 
obtained for both children and adults; these 
were almost invariably greater than inter- 
sections between subjects and objects (p < 
.001). However, for all six sets of proportions 
shown in Table 4, significantly less agreement 
(p < .001) existed among adult than child 
responses; for all sets of proportions but the 
two within functions, less agreement (p < .05 
by sign tests) existed among sixth than third 
grade responses. Although greater differentia- 
tion and uniqueness of individual distributions 
are thus supported with increased age, often 
the same responses were elicited from children 
as from adults. The average proportion of 
agreement between sixth grade and adult 

responses was about .35 for each of the four 
noun distributions in sentence frames, while 
between sixth and third grade responses, it 
was about .50 in each case (all differences 
significant with p < .001 by sign tests). 

DISCUSSION 

The present findings may be divided for dis- 
cussion into (1) effects which were relatively 
independent of age, and which suggest quite 
mature language use by the children tested, 
and (2) developmentally related effects which 
may serve to qualify this maturity in perform- 
ance. 

First, many of the results obtained suggest 
that children of the ages tested (9-12 years) 
are not appreciably less sensitive than adults 
to relatively abstract constraints on subjects 
and objects in English. Briefly, all predictions 
based directly on, or ultimately derived from 
Chomsky's (1965) description of selectional 
rules, were strongly confirmed for both 
children and adults. Almost all nouns selected 
contained anlmacy features suggested appro- 
priate by the partition of verbs given in 
Table 1. Subjects without obvious selectional 
constraints were also distinguishably more 
animate than unrestricted objects. However, 
as predicted, restricted distributions for both 
functions contained less informational uncer- 
tainty than unrestricted distributions. Thus, 
linguistic selectional rules on potential sub- 
jects and objects of verbs appear to have 
measurable consequences for the diversity of 
even relatively small samples of cloze re- 
sponses. 

Second, all groups of Ss tended to use 
somewhat smaller and more animate sets of 
nouns for both logical functions when they 
were superficial subjects than when they were 
not. These function-by-voice interactions very 
likely reflect a known bias for speakers of 
English to superimpose features of the 
logical subject function on preverb nouns, 
both in speech production (Clark, 1965; 
Goldman-Elsler & Cohen, 1970) and percep- 
tion (Fraser, Bellugl & Brown, 1963; Bever, 
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1970). However, m the present study, the inter- 
action obtained for animacy was hmited to 
less than half the percentage difference pre- 
viously obtained by Clark (1965) for similar 
sentence frames not containing verbs; this 
reduction is probably due both to selectional 
rules and added constraints on left-to-right 
selection of words. Finally, from comparisons 
of  agreement within and between noun func- 
tions, it is obvious that children as well as 
adults largely distinguished subjects from ob- 
jects for particular verbs. Since children's 
responses matched those of adults for 
corresponding distributions about one third 
of the time, it can be concluded moreover that 
they also showed sensitivity to other, more 
specific, semantic information about these 
verbs. 

On the other hand, developmental gradients 
are indicated in some respect for most of the 
variables measured. With increased age, 
response diversity within distributions in- 
creased, and agreement between distributions 
decreased. Both findings would be expected if, 
along with the addition of vocabulary, lexical 
growth included some elaboration or refine- 
ment of the contextual semantic structure of 
particular words after their original acqmsl- 
tion. This developmental hypothesis seems to 
be specifically supported by an additional 
finding: With increased age, average agree- 
ment between noun functions decreased at a 
much faster rate than it decreased within func- 
tions. While quite substantial subject-with- 
object intersections were obtained among 
child responses for most verbs, the correspond- 
ing intersections for adults were usually quite 
negligible. This disparity suggests that lexical 
representations for subjects and objects of  
particular verbs become further differentiated 
from each other well into adolescence. 

Child and adult performance also diverged 
in two (perhaps interrelated) ways not so 
clearly implied by progressive differentiation 
of the lexicon. First, there was an approxi- 
mately 50 ~ reduction with increased age in 
the number of animal name nouns used as 

both subjects and objects; while chddren sup- 
plied some ammal names as subjects or 
objects (or both) for almost all verbs, adults 
used animal names almost exclusively with 
verbs referring to actions customarily involv- 
ing animals as well as people (scratch, kick,  
pull, and attack) The relatively prominent 
place of animals in the daily lives of children 
(e.g., as their pets or fictional heroes) may partly 
explain this developmental difference. Second, 
children used about 5 0 ~  fewer inanimate 
nouns than adults as logical subjects. It ap- 
pears from recent linguistic work on the 
semantics of verb-noun relations (e.g., Lakoff, 
1968; Fdlmore, 1968a, 1968b; Chafe, 1970) 
that inanimate subjects do not (or can not) 
typically perform agentive semantic functions 
in sentences. For  example, the subject of the 
sentence The knife sliced the salami is the 
instrument used by someone to do the cutting. 
The proliferation of inanimate noun subjects 
with increased age may consequently reflect a 
trend away from making subjects semantic 
actors. This implies that, in addition to being 
more lexlcally diverse, adult responses in 
sentence frames also held more diverse seman- 
tic roles with respect to the actions described 
by verbs. 
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